ORDER

Pursuant to the authority given to the Director of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Division under ABC MM Rule 4.4, the following Order is promulgated and adopted.

(1) **Purpose.** The purpose of this Order is to set forth the manner and means for the transfer or disposition of “usable marijuana” (as defined by ABC MM Rule 3.47) if a facility licensed by the Arkansas Medical Marijuana Commission loses its license for any of the following reasons:

a. revocation of a license;

b. surrender of a license; or

c. expiration of a license.

(2) **Transfer of Usable Marijuana.** A facility may transfer its usable marijuana to a licensed facility within thirty (30) days of revocation, surrender, or expiration of the license.

a. This transfer may involve the purchase of the usable marijuana by the licensed facility at fair market value.

b. This transfer must comply with all rules governing the transfer of usable marijuana between licensed facilities.

(3) **Destruction of Usable Marijuana.** A facility may destroy its usable marijuana within thirty (30) days of revocation, surrender, or expiration of the license.

a. The destruction of usable marijuana must comply with all rules governing the destruction of usable marijuana between licensed facilities.

ENTERED THIS 12TH DAY OF JUNE, 2024.
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DIRECTOR
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL
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